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PART ONE :  Dictation  

 

Alec achieved the object of the expedition, / discovered a new species of antelope / of 

which he was able to bring / to the Natural History Museum / a complete skeleton / and 

two hides; / took some geographical observations / which corrected current errors, / and 

made a careful examination / of the country. // When he had learned / all that was 

possible, / still on the most friendly terms / with the ferocious ruler, / he set out for 

Mombasa.// 

 The results of this journey / had been small enough, / but Alec looked upon it / as his 

apprenticeship.// He had learned / how to deal with natives, / and was aware that / he had 

a natural influence over them. // He had surmounted the difficulties of the climate, / and 

felt himself more or less proof / against fever and heat. //  He returned to the coast / 

stronger than he had ever been / in his life, / and his enthusiasm for African travel / 

increased tenfold.// 

 Spending six years in these districts, / Alec made a methodical survey / of the country, / 

and was able to prepare / valuable maps. // He collected an immense amount / of 

scientific material. // He studied the manners and customs / of the inhabitants,/  and made 

careful observations / on the political state. // He found the whole land / distracted with 

incessant warfare, / and broad tracts of country, / fertile and apt / for the occupation of 

white men, / given over to desolation. // It was then that he realized / the curse of slave-

raiding, / the abolition of which / was to become / the great object / of his future activity. 

// His strength was small, and, / anxious not to arouse at once / the enmity of the slavers, / 

he had to use diplomacy / in order to establish himself / in the country. //  

 (Adapted from ‘The Explorer’ by  W. S. Maugham) 

Преди първия прочит на диктовката на дъската се изписват собствените имена от 

текста:  Alec, Mombasa.  


